At launch, coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are often approximated as locally cylindrical objects with circular cross sections. However, CMEs have long been known to propagate almost radially away from the Sun along with the bulk solar wind. This has important consequences for the structure of CMEs; an initially circular cross section will be severely flattened by this radial motion. Yet calculations of total flux and helicity transport by CMEs based on in situ observations still use the assumption of a locally cylindrical object. In this paper, we investigate the morphology of an interplanetary CME based upon geometric arguments. By radially propagating an initial cylindrical object that maintains a constant ratio between its expansion speed and bulk flow, A, we show that the flattening, or "pancaking," of the two-dimensional cross section effectively ceases; the aspect ratios of these CMEs converge to a fixed value as they propagate further into the heliosphere. Thereafter the CME morphology is scale invariant. We predict aspect ratios of 5 ± 1 at terrestrial distances. By correlating a planetary shock with an interplanetary shock linked to a CME, these aspect ratios are estimated using in situ measurements in Paper II. These estimates are made at various heliocentric distances.
INTRODUCTION
Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) drive the majority of the severe space weather events at Earth and affect the solar wind throughout the heliosphere (e.g., Howard & Tappin 2010 ). An improved understanding of the evolving morphology will provide better estimates for total helicity and improve calculations on the heliospheric flux budget (e.g., Owens & Crooker 2006) . For these reasons, it is important to understand their spatial extent.
On the whole, the three-dimensional (3D) configuration of CMEs still remains unclear. As coronagraphs detect mostly photospheric light scattered off free electrons, they only provide a partial view of the CME structure which is projected onto the plane of the sky. However, the increased field of view and high sensitivity of the Large Angle and Spectrometric Coronagraph Experiment (LASCO) coronagraph has revealed much more structure within these events. In particular, circular striations have been observed in the cavities of three-part CMEs that suggest the presence of a helical or flux rope (FR) structure (Krall et al. 2001) . Models for CMEs with morphology of an idealized FR have been successful in reproducing observations (e.g., Krall & St Cyr 2006; Rouillard et al. 2009a ). These idealized FRs often possess circular cross sections (Chen et al. 1997; Thernisien et al. 2006) which are able to replicate the observed projections onto the plane of the sky. Work on the FR morphology also shows these objects often expand self-similarly (Chen 1996; Chen et al. 1997 Chen et al. , 2000 .
More recently, CMEs have been remotely observed beyond this region with the STEREO heliospheric imager (HI) instrument (Kaiser et al. 2008; Eyles et al. 2009) , and thereby increasing the coordinated effort between imaging and in situ observations (e.g., Mostl et al. 2009; Liu et al. 2010b; Rouillard et al. 2010a Rouillard et al. , 2010b . The different speeds of CMEs further into the heliosphere have been estimated by various methods (Mostl et al. 2009; Liu et al. 2010a) including the use of time-elongation analysis Rouillard et al. 2009b; Williams et al. 2009; Davis et al. 2010) ; this method no longer includes the assumption of plane of sky propagation. Also, Savani et al. (2009) showed that the speed and power-law growth of the radial width of a single CME may now be monitored further into the heliosphere; the results were comparable to statistical surveys found from in situ analysis (Bothmer & Schwenn 1994 , 1998 . The extended fields of view of these instruments also allow tracking of CMEs out to the inner planets of our solar system Rouillard et al. 2009a) . From these observations, the evolution of the CME's morphology has shown a stretching and flattening of the shape as it propagates radially away from the Sun.
As CMEs and the ambient solar wind propagate out into the heliosphere, they both travel essentially radially away for the Sun; this implies a significant deviation away from a selfsimilar expansion. But prior to the launch of SMEI and STEREO, there have been a limited number of remote heliospheric observations of CMEs. To bridge this gap in understanding the evolutionary changes to the CME morphology, numerical simulations of interplanetary CMEs (ICMEs) have been the primary tool to investigate the propagation of these transients. The realism and complexity of these heliospheric models have been continually improving and increasing (e.g., Riley et al. 2001; Odstrcil et al. 2004; Manchester et al. 2004; Kataoka et al. 2009; Nakamizo et al. 2009; Shiota et al. 2010) . Now, fully 3D magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations are regularly tested against observations. These simulations are not only compared to observations but are increasingly used to understand various properties that may affect the morphology, such as the deceleration processes of an ICME, interactions with the fast and slow ambient solar wind, and interactions of multiple ICMEs (e.g., Lugaz et al. 2005a) . These simulations have shown that as FRs, initially with circular cross sections close to the Sun, propagate they evolve into flattened objects that are elliptical with a curved semimajor axis. This distorting due to expansion in spherical geometry has sometimes been referred to as "pancaking" (Riley & Crooker 2004) . However, direct observational analysis to date is still primarily concerned with the non-radial cross section of the CME.
In this study, we analyze the morphology of CMEs using geometric arguments. We begin with previous estimates found by using single-point measurements using in situ data in Section 2. Later, in Section 3.1 we assume a constant rate of expansion and initial size to estimate the aspect ratio of CMEs as they propagate into the heliosphere. Section 3.2 then relaxes this assumption by allowing an expansion rate to vary with heliocentric distance. We discuss the consequences of this study in Section 4.
IN SITU ESTIMATES OF CME CROSS SECTION
In situ analysis of ICMEs provides a time series at a single point within the CME as it evolves and convects past the stationary spacecraft. This is often thought of as a 1D cut through a CME along the radial flow of the transient. The measured speeds and other properties of ICMEs, as measured in situ by spacecraft, often exhibit large event-to-event variability (e.g., Cane & Richardson 2003; Lepping et al. 2006 Lepping et al. , 2008 . Therefore, a significant contribution in understanding the global orientation and morphology of ICMEs has come from investigations of FR models. A simple, yet successful, technique for modeling magnetic FRs in the solar wind and comparing them to measurements is the constant-α force-free model (Burlaga 1988; Lepping et al. 1990; Marubashi & Lepping 2007) . From its first inception these models envisaged the ICMEs as cylindrical objects with circular cross sections, and whose magnetic field configuration can be described in terms of solutions to Bessel functions (Lundquist 1950) .
However, surveys by Lepping and co-authors also showed many ICMEs have a linear decreasing velocity profile, indicative of an expanding CME. Therefore, more recent amendments to a static force-free model have been considered. Ad hoc modifications to the magnetic field vectors have been included to imitate CME expansions (Marubashi 1997) . Later, Russell & Mulligan (2002b) relaxed the assumption of a circular cross section. This model often generates a better least-squares fit between the model and the data by increasing the number of free variables to the fit, but this does not necessarily prove that the model provides a more reliable reconstruction of the CME morphology. also tried to relax the circular cross-sectional assumption, but without increasing the number of free parameters which must be fit between model and observations. Starting with a force-free cylindrical structure close to the Sun, they propagated the FR radially away from the Sun. assumed the ratio between the radial expansion speed and the bulk flow to be a constant throughout the CME's motion, resulting in an approximately elliptical cross Figure 1 . Schematic to display the geometry of a CME propagating into the heliosphere. The aspect ratio of the CME here represents the ratio between the vertical size, H, and width, W. The angular width, Ω, is equal to 2θ . (A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.) section in near-Earth space. Liu et al. (2006b) have also tried a kinematic approach to take steps toward solving the problem of understanding the full 3D shape of ICMEs.
GEOMETRICAL THEORY OF ICME SHAPE
In order to make estimates of the shape and size of CMEs we begin by studying initial conditions of an FR structure and observe how the cross section changes with heliospheric distance. The distortion from a circle to an ellipse may be quantified by a mathematical parameter called the aspect ratio; this is defined as the quotient of the semiminor axis to the semimajor axis. However, in this study the minor axis is the radial width of a CME, which we normalize to one, and then investigate the resulting length of the major axis. Therefore, this mathematical ratio is inverted in our study, so that the parameter is expected to be one or above. In Section 3.2, we investigate the aspect ratio if the expansion parameter is varied to fit statistical observations.
General Kinematic Framework
A CME can be regarded as a cylindrical magnetic FR at the beginning of its journey into the heliosphere. By kinematically evolving this structure, the vertical size of a CME can be predicted at any position in the heliosphere by assuming the plasma within the FR travels radially away from the Sun, as illustrated in Figure 1 . In this example, the axis of the FR is perpendicular to the page and the solar rotation axis is pointing up. The cross section of an FR CME can be typically considered to begin with a radius of r 0 ∼ 1 Rs at an initial position of, L 0 ∼ 2 Rs away from the Sun center (Owens 2006; . These values would produce a CME with an angular width of 53
• , defined by
These approximate initial conditions have been validated with statistical estimation of CME widths using remote observations, resulting in a median width of ∼50
• (e.g., St Cyr et al. 2000; Cremades & Bothmer 2004; Cremades & St Cyr 2007) . However, the uncertainty in this estimation increases with the angle between the plane of the sky and the direction of CME propagation. As illustrated in Figure 1 , the vertical size (H) of a CME begins at 2r 0 , corresponding to the initial conditions of a cylindrical structure. Subsequently, the vertical size increases with increasing radial distance away from the Sun (R). The Schematic to display the geometry of a CME propagating into the heliosphere. The aspect ratio of a CME is shown to be affected by CME expansion.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.) vertical size as a function of heliocentric distance is therefore defined as
In order to estimate the radial width (W) of a CME as a function of heliocentric distance, we must first estimate the expansion properties of a CME as it propagates. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the CME. The total width of a CME starts initially with the size of 2r 0 and grows with time by 2V ex × t. Here, t is defined as the time interval between its current state and the initial conditions and V ex is the radial expansion velocity defined as the average velocity difference between the bulk flow and either the leading or the trailing edge.
The variable t can be converted to a function of heliocentric distance by re-arranging the simple velocity formula:
Here, V bulk is the bulk flow of the CME. By substituting Equation (3) to deduce the total width of the CME, we generate
where A = V ex /V bulk . It is important to point out here that the width and therefore the large-scale cross-sectional morphology of a CME are being affected not by the expansion rate alone, but by the ratio between the bulk flow and expansion. As the CME propagates, the circular cross section deforms into an approximately ellipsoidal shape. The aspect ratio for CMEs, χ , therefore varies as a function of heliocentric distance, R, and the expansion ratio, A, and given by Figure 3 shows the aspect ratio predicted by Equation (5) plotted as a function of heliocentric distance, in solar radii. The expansion ratio (A) is considered to be constant throughout the heliosphere. This assumption has previously been used for a kinematic treatment of CMEs as they propagate into the heliosphere (e.g., Owens 2008) . This constant rate of expansion produces an interesting result; in that the aspect ratio is predicted to converge to a fixed value, suggesting the morphology of a CME remains approximately constant after reaching Venusian distances (∼150 Rs). This is contrary to the popular belief that, due to kinematic reasons, a CME continues to become more elongated as it evolves (e.g., Riley & Crooker 2004 ). An informal description for the changing morphology of such an ICME has been to call them "pancaking" in structure, but this analysis displays characteristics that the flattening for all intense and purposes ceases within the inner heliosphere. For this situation, the convergence of the aspect ratio follows a simple formula in the limit of R →∞:
As the expansion ratio increases, the aspect ratio decreases to create an increasingly more circular cross section. In situ measurements at planetary distances have shown that the typical expansion ratio remains approximately constant with heliocentric distance and is of the order of ∼0.1 (Owens et al. 2005; Forsyth et al. 2006 and references therein) . This leads to a prediction that a CME aspect ratio between 4 and 6 would be expected throughout the heliosphere.
Vary the Expansion Velocity Ratio
The assumption of a constant expansion ratio is a limitation on the simple geometrical model we have implemented. In this section we relax that assumption. Instead of using a hypothetical growth term, we can include statistical work collected from in situ measurements onboard spacecraft. Previous in situ studies usually find the radius of a flux tube is expanding as a power law of distance R to the Sun, with an exponent close to unity (Bothmer & Schwenn 1994; Liu et al. 2004; Wang et al. 2005; Leitner et al. 2007 ). These studies have also been supported by a case study tracking a single CME into interplanetary space (Savani et al. 2009 ) and MHD models (e.g., Chen 1996) .
For this study we will consider the empirical values defined by Bothmer & Schwenn (1998) . This was based on a subset of ICMEs called magnetic clouds and included in situ data from many spacecraft over a wide range of heliocentric distances. The radial extent of each magnetic cloud, S, was measured by multiplying the average velocity measured with the time the spacecraft encountered the transient. For results obtained between the heliocentric distances of 0.3 and 4.2 AU, a linear regression was used to generate the empirical formula,
where R is the heliocentric distance of the magnetic cloud, measured in AU, C and n are the empirically estimated coefficient and exponent values, respectively. There are two possible methods for using this equation to estimate the width of an ICME. Method 1, a direct substitution method, replaces the width (W) in Equation (4), with the new value of radial width, S(R), which is then substituted into Equation (5). This is shown as the colored dashed curves displayed in Figure 4 . This figure displays different solutions for a range of values of the coefficient, C, estimated as 0.24 ± 0.01 by Bothmer & Schwenn (1998) . The dashed lines in Figure 5 show solutions obtained by varying the exponent, n, estimated as 0.78 ± 0.10. Method 2,a generalized expansion ratio method, deduces the width of a CME using Equation (7) indirectly. We use the equation to create an expansion ratio that varies as a function of heliocentric distance. For this, we consider two arbitrary moments in time after the CME is initiated. At both of these moments we may predict the ICME radial width from Equation (7):
During this time interval (Δt = t 2 −t 1 ), we are able to estimate the average bulk velocity and expansion speed as
We are then able to convert the expansion ratio into a function of distance by eliminating the Δt:
Equation (10) shows that we can now vary the rate of expansion by specifying the coefficient and exponent in Equation (7) in the same way as the substitution method. Here, R 1 is the initial heliocentric distance (typically 2 Rs); and R is the heliocentric distance of the CME, generalized from R 2 quoted in Equations (8) and (9). This new expansion rate as a function of heliocentric distance can then be implemented into the original aspect ratio formula in Equation (5). This expansion ratio method for removing the limitation imposed by a constant expansion ratio is represented by the solid curves in Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows how the aspect ratio varies for small variations of the coefficient term in Equation (7). The coefficient term is also the expected radial width of the CME at Earth; so the uncertainty of this term is related to the variability of CME size observed between many events. Any individual event at Earth could realistically arrive with a size between 0.2 and 0.25, but with an even more decreasing probability as the coefficient value moves away from this range. The large variability found in the widths and sizes of observed ICMEs is therefore expressed as an uncertainty in the aspect ratio in Figure 4 . Figure 5 also highlights the possible deviation in aspect ratio if the exponent in Equation (7) was changed; this expresses the variability in growth rate of a CME as it propagates away from the Sun. In some part, this variable can be considered to express the average expansion ratio, A, parameter.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper has investigated the aspect ratio, χ , of CMEs using geometrical arguments and found that they would be expected to ∼5 ± 1 at Earth. The evolution of the CME morphology has been assumed to continue to flatten as it travels further into the heliosphere, but in this paper we show that if the ratio between the expansion velocity and bulk flow remains constant then this aspect ratio converges to a fixed value, i.e., the CME morphology may become scale invariant as it propagates out into the heliosphere. Savani et al. (2010) observationally showed a case study event of a CME whose morphological changes appeared to occur predominately over a short range within the inner heliosphere using the inner HI camera onboard a STEREO spacecraft. This is roughly consistent with observational estimates made from single spacecraft using in situ measurements (Russell & Mulligan 2002a; Liu et al. 2006b ). However, a survey comparing the in situ data to the geometry is investigated further by Savani et al. (2011, herein referred to as Paper II); these authors display results that are less conclusive than previous estimates, in general the cross section is found to be more circular than would be suggested by geometric arguments.
Estimates using MHD simulations have qualitatively predicted the shape of ICMEs to flatten as they propagate into the heliosphere (Odstrcil & Pizzo 1999a; Riley & Crooker 2004; Lugaz et al. 2005b; Kataoka et al. 2009 ). Often colloquially termed as "pancaking," it may be found useful to check the results of new MHD simulations for propagating CMEs with these geometrical estimates.
A blob of plasma within an ICME often expands in all directions in contrast to the solar wind which expands solely in the non-radial directions (as the solar wind has a nearly constant radial velocity for heliocentric distances 0.3 AU; Demoulin et al. 2008 ). This implies the plasma density in an ICME decreases faster than the solar wind, explaining the low plasma density and pressures (Wang et al. 2005; Liu et al. 2006a) . As the internal pressure driving the ICME expansion weakens, the expansion velocity becomes roughly constant (Wang et al. 2005) , along with the bulk flow. If this ratio between expansion velocity and bulk flow does indeed become a constant, then the geometry of the aspect ratio dictates that the morphology of an ICME becomes scale invariant with heliocentric distance. However, as ICMEs propagate further into the heliosphere they often become embedded within merged interaction regions. Further work may consider if merged interaction regions (e.g., Rouillard et al. 2010c ) are more likely to form before CMEs are able to relax into a scale-invariant structure.
The measured expansion velocity between events is highly variable, even for magnetic clouds traveling in "quiet" solar wind conditions (Demoulin et al. 2008) . A small fraction of CMEs are found to be in compression, while about half are shown to have a velocity profile far from the idealized linearwith-time fit (Gulisano et al. 2010) . The distorted velocity profile can be attributed to interaction with a fast solar wind stream or in some cases another CME. A theoretical analysis of the expansion velocity has been investigated by Gulisano et al. (2010) . These authors re-characterized the expansion term by defining a non-dimensional factor. This factor displays a distribution much narrower than found with the expansion velocity and suggests a typical non-dimensional expansion rate. This term may provide further insight into the scale invariance, or otherwise, of the CME morphology.
As the expansion ratio decreases, the aspect ratio increases to create an increasingly more elliptical cross section. This has important consequences for determining the cross-sectional area and for the accuracy of estimates for the total flux content due to CMEs. As the radial component of the heliospheric magnetic field is found to be constant with latitude , estimates of the total flux can be made in the near-Earth environment (Lockwood et al. 2004 ). Later, Owens & Crooker (2006) hypothesized that the total unsigned flux in the heliosphere may be contributed by two components; a constant background open flux and a time-varying component from ICMEs. However, this study states that the estimated flux within an ICME is the most uncertain. This estimate was generated from an average of 132 magnetic clouds detected in situ and reliant on a constant-α force-free FR with a circular cross section (Lynch et al. 2005) . As this paper has shown, these flux estimates would be heavily underestimated because of the enforced circular cross section. However, as hypothesized by Owens and Crooker, the estimates provided by Lynch et al. may in fact be overestimates due to a selection effect. Qualitatively, it may be possible that both of these opposing factors may be equal in strength and thereby minimize the uncertainty. At the very least, this paper shows that reasonable estimates for the aspect ratio, and therefore the cross-sectional area, can be made with just the angular width of the CME as stated in Equation (6). Yamamoto et al. (2010) also suggest the poloidal flux considerations should be localized to part of the CME. By conserving the poloidal magnetic flux between magnetic clouds and their active regions, estimates of the axial length were made for regions where magnetic twists exist. This analysis also suggests that the evolution of CMEs is more localized, even though the magnetic fields may still be routed to the solar surface.
The assumption of a constant rate of expansion relative to the bulk flow may be considered as a simplification too far. In this paper, we have shown that if the expansion rate decreases with heliocentric distance, the aspect ratio would in fact increase. But by using in situ observations as the foundations of our estimates in the expansion rate we still find that after roughly 150 Rs the rate of change in the aspect ratio has decayed significantly, such that for terrestrial distances, a constant expansion rate may be assumed to a first approximation when estimating the crosssectional area. By comparing the shape and structure of Earth's magnetosphere to an FR, Paper II will attempt to verify these aspect ratios with in situ observations. Dynamic interaction of ambient solar wind changes this view dramatically. The time of launch with respect to the location of the slow and fast solar wind boundaries to the rear of the CME can have a significant effect on changing the cross-sectional shape of the CME (Odstrcil & Pizzo 1999b) . Simulations have shown that in fact the radial width of a given CME may differ by a factor of 2-3 at different locations as some parts are compressed and trapped by leading edge of the following fast stream.
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